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and so the key to understanding his views on the proper practice of argument lies in his understanding of
human psychology. According to this reading, rhetoric done well is simply the practice of ...
Plato on the Value of Philosophy
What if Plato is right about the importance of the philosopher for the flourishing city and wrong ... We
use philosophical tools to identify and evaluate arguments from across the spectrum, working ...
Forget Plato’s philosopher-kings. We need philosopher folks.
Although creativity and originality is a crucial component of the best philosophic discourse, the
discipline of philosophy is squarely grounded in a rather objective methodology, where that ...
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Lecture 1: Reason and Argument
Sometimes, indeed, philosophical arguments and methods were even used in attempts to destroy
philosophy, and in any case the free exercise of thought was hampered by the existence of some sort of
...
A Short History of Medieval Philosophy
On June 23, Apple unleashed messaging to explain why users should only install Apple-approved apps
through its App Store on iOS.
The impact of Apple’s sideloading philosophy on developers
Giving the notion of philosophical method more precision – for instance, considering argument forms,
heuristics, mandated starting places (first philosophy; common sense) or the like as matters of ...
Analytic versus Continental: Arguments on the Methods and Value of Philosophy
Recent work in argumentation theory has emphasized the nature of arguers and arguments along with
various theoretical perspectives. Less attention has been given to the third feature of any ...
The Philosophy of Argument and Audience Reception
Therefore, it is right for each person to act only in his or her own self interest (Ethical Egoism). There
are multiple problems with this argument, including both questionable premises and ...
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The Elements of Moral Philosophy
In our "post-truth" political era, there is a lot we can learn from an under-appreciated philosopher who
focused on "thinking clearly." ...
Five lessons on bringing truth back to politics from Britain’s first female philosophy professor
Of course it is difficult to rely on religious experiences as an argument for God's existence ... Scholars
from the German philosopher Gottfried Leibniz to Oxford theologian Maurice Wiles have ...
Philosophy of religion » Nature of God » Experiencing God
Philosophy in the so-called ‘analytic’ tradition has a strange relationship with politics. Normally seen as
originating with Frege, Moore, Russell and Wittgenstein in the early 20th century, analytic ...
Crypto-Politics: Is analytic philosophy inherently reactionary?
William Simkulet has recently criticised Colgrove et al ’s defence against what they have called
inconsistency arguments—arguments that claim opponents of abortion (OAs) act in ways inconsistent
with ...
Inconsistency arguments still do not matter
In an attempt to prove that the Kurdish people have a rich history of both philosophy and ancient
wisdom, a writer in Erbil has been devoting his time to the effort of translating and analyzing the ...
Local Erbil writer works to revive ancient Kurdish philosophy
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and the nature of reasoning and argument. Such study will develop your abilities to read critically, write
logically, analyze divergent viewpoints, and give good reasons for your opinions. What is ...
Department of Mathematics and Philosophy
"Sophistry and Philosophy in Plato's Republic," Polis volume 22(2), 2005. "Reason and Dialectic in the
Argument against Protagoras in the Theaetetus," International Philosophical Quarterly, volume 45 ...
Philosophy Department Faculty
Philosophy students learn how to craft persuasive arguments that attunes them to the interpretive power
of writing. Philosophy provides some of the best preparation for graduate and professional ...
Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy
"Moral philosophy focuses on the evaluation of our ... We all live in 2021, the argument goes, so where
is our flying car? In what real ways are our lives today different than the ones we had ...
‘Democracy’s Future’ focus of Night of Philosophy
As a student in MSU's philosophy program, you will learn to analyze complex arguments by identifying
assumptions in classical and contemporary debates and tracing the origins of those views back into ...
Philosophy and Religious Studies
Law and philosophy have always been inextricably linked, employing similar styles of argument and
analysis. These dual degrees provide frameworks for examining issues of globalization, bioethics, ...
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Law and Philosophy Dual Degree (JD/MA or JD/PhD)
A team with a couple of Power-5 non-conference opponents on its slate will have a better argument for
inclusion over a team without such opponents. Georgia Football is one program well ahead of ...
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